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Constellations, plants and Arab poetry in a Medieval Berber text  

Vermondo Brugnatelli 
 

 

This paper discusses one paragraph of the Kitāb al-Barbariyya, a medieval Berber 
commentary on Abū Ġānim’s Mudawwana. The brief note examined is a comment 
on the answer to a legal question, which mentions the ancient Berber names of a 
constellation and of a plant, quoting two lines of Arabic poetry. The passage 
occupies seven lines (f. 126b, ll. 8-14) of the manuscript MS.ARA 1936 found at the 
Bibliothèque universitaire des langues et civilisations (BULAC) of Paris. The 
Berber words retrieved from this text are Amanar, the name of the constellation 
of Orion, and tabduɣt, the name of the cotton plant. Moreover, in this ancient text, 
the word (a)kermus, which in the contemporary Berber languages applies to some 
specific plants (figs, prickly pears, dates), and which, in this case, seems to mean 
simply ‘fruit’, which supports a possible etymology from the Greek karpós. A list 
of Arab authors quoted within the Kitāb al-Barbariyya is added at the end of the 
paper. 
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1. Introduction 

The learned Abū Ġānim Bišr b. Ġānim al-Ḫurāsānī (2nd/3rd century h.=8th/9th CE) is considered a 

fundamental point of reference within the Ibāḍī community, above all for his role as a collector of 

traditions from the earliest members of the movement. Through his vast “Compendium” of 

jurisprudence (Mudawwana), he handed on a mass of legal opinions on every aspect of the life of 

believers.  

In the chapter on repudiation (ṭalāq), some paragraphs tackle the question of the number of times 

the formula “I repudiate you” must be pronounced for a divorce to be valid. As is known, the canonical 

number is three. The Compendium deals with a fairly rich series of case studies, one of which is the 

specific case of a husband who, instead of explicitly using the numeral “three,” makes reference to 
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different expressions, for example “a number equal to that of the stars.” Here is the relevant passage, 

according to the 2007 printed version:1 

 

؟موجنلا ددع قلاط تنأ :ھتأرملا لاق لجرف :تلق  

  ؛»ءازوجلا سأر كنم اھُنیبُِی« :لوقی ناك ھنأ سابع نبا نع انَغَلَب :زیزعلا دبع نبا لاق

 سانلا لوقی امف« :لاق ؟موجنلا ددع  يتأرما تقلط ينإ نمحرلا دبع ابأ ای :لاقف ھلأس لاجر نأ دوعسم نبا نع انَغَلَب دقو
.»تلق امك وھف« :لاق .كنم تناب نولوقی :لاق »؟مكدنع  

 ىلع اوسبلت لاو ،كلذك هانلعج ھسفن ىلع سبل نمو  ،قلاطلا  مكل ىلاعت الله نّیب دقو .مدنی مل الله رمأ امك قلط نم« :لاق مث 
»نولوقت  امك وھ  .مكنع ھلمحنو ،مكسفنا  

(2007: II, 365 = 2006: 193 =1984 - Ṣuġrâ vol. 1, 282 = 1984 - Kubrâ vol. 2, 114) 

 

I said, “And (what about) a man who said to his wife, ‘You are divorced (as many times as) 
the number of the stars’?” 

Ibn ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz replied: “It has been handed down to us concerning Ibn ʿAbbās that he 
used to say: ‘the head of Orion separates her from you;’ and it has been handed down to us 
concerning Ibn Masʿūd that a man had questioned him saying, ‘O Abū ʿAbd al-Raḥmān, 
(what happens) if I divorced my wife in number (equal to that) of stars?” and he answered: 
‘And what do people say in your country?’ ‘They say: she is separate from you’ ‘then it is 
as you said.’ Then he added: ‘Whoever divorces his wife as Allah has commanded, will not 
repent, and God has made divorce clear to you, and he who creates complications (know 
that) we have constituted it thus, and do not create complications: we have relieved you 
of it, it is as you say.’” 2 

 
The Berber commentary on the Mudawwana, known under the name of Kitāb al-Barbariyya,3 devotes 

some explanatory notes to this passage. The answer that Ibn ʿAbbās gave to the question is particularly 

interesting, as there is a mention of the name of a constellation. Similar interrogatives about the 

 
 
1 The text of the Mudawwana, still preserved in numerous manuscripts, is known under two redactions: the “shortest” (Ṣuġrâ) 

and the “longest” (Kubrâ). Both have been published in various printed editions, which are recapitulated at the end of this 

paper.  
2 The authorities referred to in this passage are: ʿAbdallāh Ibn ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz al-Baṣrī (2nd century h., one of the main sources 

of Abū Ġānim, quoted more than 1100 times in his Mudawwana); ʿAbd Allāh ibn ʿAbbās (c. 618–688 CE, celebrated traditionist 

and teacher of ʿ Abd Allah ibn Ibāḍ); Abū ʿ Abd al-Raḥmān ʿ Abdallāh Ibn Masʿūd (d. c. 32h. / 652 CE, a companion of the Prophet, 

considered to be the greatest interpreter of the Quran of his time). 
3 Authorship of this commentary is credited to Abū Zakarīyāʾ Yaḥyà al-Yafranī, of whom very little is known besides the name 

and the affiliation to the Nukkārite sect of Ibāḍism. In particular, the time in which he lived is unknown. As to the title of this 

commentary, besides Kitāb al-Barbariyya written in the first page of the largest manuscript, mentions of its author as Ṣāḥib al-

Barbariyya are attested both in a marginal note within the same manuscript (f. 332b) and in other Ibāḍī works (Salimi & 

Madelung 2014: 132; Salimi 2021: 21). 
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number of times a man has to pronounce the formula to divorce his wife are recorded by many 

traditionists. The most resembling hadith, where the “head of Orion” is mentioned, appears in the 

Shiʿite collection Kitāb al-Kāfī, among a series of questions the genealogist al-Kalbī asked ʿAbd Allāh ibn 

al-Ḥasan: “ ءازوجلا سأرب  نیبت  لاقف : ءامسلا " موجن  ددع  قلاط  تنأ  : " ھتأرملا لاق  لجر  نع  ينربخأ  تلق : .”4 

The Berber passage under scrutiny appears in ll. 8-14 of f. 126b of the manuscript MS.ARA 1936 

found at the Bibliothèque universitaire des langues et civilisations (BULAC) of Paris.5  

 

 

 

Fig. 1. f. 126b of the manuscript MS.ARA 1936 (BULAC Library-Paris) 

 
 
4 Al- Kulaynī (2007: 216). Ḥadīth #6 of chapter 138 (Bāb mā yufṣalu bi-hi bayna daʿwâ al-muḥiqqi wa al-mubṭili fī ʾamri al-ʾimāma). 
5 The commentary is divided into “paragraphs,” each of which comments on a word or a short passage from the Mudawwana 

(see Brugnatelli 2016: 154-155). According to my calculations, the present passage is the fifty-fifth paragraph of the 

commentary on the Kitāb al-Ṭalāq “al- Kabīr” (named thus to distinguish it from another shorter chapter on the same subject 

called Kitāb al-Ṭalāq “al-Saġīr”). To be precise, the Berber commentary also devotes two other paragraphs to commenting on 

the final part of the question (§§ 56 and 57), but these will not be considered here. 
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As is customary in this commentary, first of all, the text takes up the sentence it is about to elucidate 

( ازَوجلا  سُأرَ  كنم  اھُنیِبَی 6  لوقی  ناك  ھنا  ساَّبع  نِبا  نع  ) and follows it with observations, aimed first of all at 

explaining the overall meaning of the sentence, and then at focussing on the Arabic term ازَوجلا . For 

greater clarity, I have reproduced the text here by dividing it into three parts of homogeneous content, 

each followed by its translation. The Berber text is in a Latin rendering, the Arabic is left in Arabic 

characters: 

 

elmeɛna n waydin: awerdi iṯran n uǧenna GLOSS dūna kawākibi s-samāʾi elkul. 

Eljuza7 eš ‿ šareḍ yeṯran ay diy-es yellan 

Eljuza d iɣef n Umanar. 

The meaning of this is: “more than all the stars in the sky.” 

As for “ ازَوجلا ”, three are the stars that are part of it. 

“ ازَوجلا ” is the head of Amanar (Orion). 
 

Yenwa userɣin : 

ادب اذا  ھتھبج  يف  مجنلاو  ھغاصرا 9 يف  ءازوجلا  اھناك 8  

يرتشملا باغو ازوجلا حلا اذا ادب ردب اھنانسا تناك اعدج   

An Arab said: 

“(the horse) seemed to have the stars of  in his hocks, and the Pleiades on his  ءُازَوْجَلا
forehead, when he appeared.” 

اعدج  (?)10 

“her teeth were (like) the full moon that appeared when ءُازَوْجَلا  dawned and Jupiter 
disappeared.” 
 

Eljuza d akermus en tebduɣt ( تْغْوُدبَْتنْا ) maǧǧ‿iweḍ GLOSS ṭāba yebḍa GLOSS iftaraqa af šareḍ. 

 
 
6 Sic. The vocalization of the manuscript is reproduced here. 
7 This transcription, like others of Berber words without vowel marks, is only conjectural and is based on the observation that 

most loanwords from Arabic have a form similar to that of modern dialects, in which, in particular, diphthongs are often 

monophthongized and the hamza is not pronounced. 
8 Reading of the Berber manuscript. All modern publishers have امناك  (Haitsma 1773:88; Scheid 1786:7; Boisen 1828:40ar.). 
9 Reading of the Berber manuscript. All modern editors have ھغاسرا . On this, see below. 
10 The meaning of اعدج  between the first and the second quoted verse remains unclear. If one excludes the possibility of some 

writing error, one could hypothetically think that a Berber expression marks here a transition between one line by Ibn Durayd 

and another line by a different author. In this case, a possible interpretation—yet not the only one—would be (with 

haplography of an alif) aǧ‿ǧedɛa (= ay‿ yedɛa) “which [direct object] (re)calls ...” 
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“eljuza” is the fruit of the cotton plant, which, once it has reached maturity, splits into 
three. 

 

2. The meaning of the Arabic verses 

It frequently occurs that the commentary, written by a Berber for an audience of Berbers with little 

knowledge of Arabic, uses Arabic verses to illustrate the meaning and use of some rare or very specific 

term.11 In some cases, these verses are taken from known compositions, while in others the authors or 

poems are difficult to identify. The author’s name is never expressed, and each quotation is usually 

preceded by the phrase yenwa userɣin ‘an Arab said’ (aserɣin, literally ‘Saracen,’ is the term employed 

for ‘Arab,’ whilst the feminine form taserɣint means ‘the Arabic language’).12 In this case, two lines are 

cited. The first is by a known author, whilst the second—as far as I know—is of unknown attribution. 

The former is a verse from the Qaṣīda Maqṣūra by Ibn Durayd (c. 837-933 CE). This poet and 

lexicographer must have been particularly dear to the author of the commentary, given that, in 

addition to this line, in other parts of the work there are no less than five more quotations from him.13 

Two are found in the chapter on prayer (Kitāb al-Ṣalāt, f. 4b, l. 7 and f. 5a, l. 5-6;), two in the chapter on 

fasting (Kitāb al-Ṣiyām, f. 61a, l. 19 ff. and f. 72b, l. 21) and one in a passage on forbidden beverages (Kitāb 

al-ʾašriba wa al-ḥudūd , f. 195a, l.1-2). 

Boisen (1828: 84) thus describes the meaning of the passage in question: “This verse describes a 

horse with white marks on his legs and forehead, which among the Arabs was considered, for horses, 

not only a sign of beauty but also of nobility of lineage.”14 Interestingly, from the point of view of Arabic 

dialectology, the spelling  .of the term meaning ‘pasterns,’ contains an emphatic ṣ instead of s  ھغاصرا

Although almost all lexicons report only the form with sīn (s), the annotations of the Andalusian 

 
 
11 In-depth research on the origin and use of these poetic quotations (šawāhid) is out of the scope of the present paper. The 

main reference on the subject are the works by Gilliot (1996a and b). The noticeable lack of attribution for almost all the 

quotations suggests that no real philological intent is at stake here, and that the quotations are barely used for a basic lexical 

explanation. 
12 On the other hand, when an Arab proverb or idiom is quoted, the typical expression is nnan iserɣinen “the Arabs use to say.” 
13 Given the length of the text and the difficulty of identifying all the sources of the cited verses, the list of authors and citations 

is still largely incomplete. The poets I could identify so far—without systematic research—are about thirty-three, from the 

pre-Islamic ones, such as Imruʾ l-Qays or Šanfara, up to those of the 10th century, such as Ibn Durayd (see the list in the 

appendix). The fact that up to now no authors from later periods have been found supports the hypothesis of an early dating 

of the commentary. 
14 The original reads: “Describitur hocce in versu equus, qui albis pedum et frontis notis ornatus est, id quod apud Arabes non 

solum per se in equis pulchrum, verum etiam nobilioris generis signum habebatur.” 
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grammarian Ibn Hishām al-Lakhmī (d. 1181-82) affirm that this word might be written in both ways.15 

Most probably, this emphasis, apparently limited to the Maghreb, derives from its proximity to an 

emphatic r, this being a realization of the vibrant that is rather frequent today in the Maghreb and that 

also seems to be an ancient feature. 

In the Lisān al-ʿArab of the North African Ibn Manẓūr (1232 – 1311), غُصُّْرلا  is considered a “known 

variant” of غسُّْرلا  in the language “of the common people” ( ةَِّماعلْا ): 

 ةَِّباَّدلاِ غسْرُ يف ُّدشَُی لٌبْحَ :غُاصرِّلاوَ غُاسرِّلاوَ ٬نِیسِّلابِ ٬غُسُّْرلا وَھُ :تِیكِّسِّلا نُبْا لَاق ؛ٌةَفورُعْمَ ٬ِغسُّْرلا يفٌِ ةَغُل :غُصُّْرلا«
»ةَِّماعلْاُ ةَغُل دِاَّصلابِ وَھُو ٬ِيشْمَلْا يف ثِاعَبنْلاِا نمِ رَیعَِبلْا عَُنمَْیو ٬هِرِیْغَ وَأ دٍتِوَ ىلإً ادیدِشَ  

(1883: 310) 

 
Ibn Durayd’s verse is followed by another, which can hardly be considered a continuation of the 

previous verse even though the introduction in Berber hints at a single aserɣin. What follows, in truth, 

is more uncertain also due to a scribal error, corrected in a note in the margin, itself written in an 

unclear way. Up to now, I have not been able to find the origin of this second quotation. It must be from 

another poem in which the name of the constellation occurs, and in which an allusion is made to white 

teeth ( اھنانسا  : of a mare? of a woman?) whose whiteness would be compared to the luminosity of the 

stars. The error corrected in the marginal note appears to be a lām instead of alif as the first letter of 

اذا . Anyway, it seems certain that the line deals with the appearance ( حلا ) of ءُازَوْجَلا  along with the 

disappearance ( باغ ) of Jupiter ( يرتشملا ). It must be said that usually ءُازَوْجَلا  has a feminine agreement, 

but apart from this detail the interpretation seems safe. 

 

3. Eljuza 

All three early European editors of Ibn Durayd’s text, Haitsma (1783:75), Scheid (1786:31), and Boisen 

(1828:93) identify ءُازَوْجَلا   as the constellation of Gemini.16 However, this is not straightforward: as 

Kunitzsch remarks (1961: 22), although a correspondence of Arab names to the Greek names of the 

twelve mansions of the Zodiac was easily established, possibly as a consequence of a common heritage 

from old Mesopotamia, “it is evident that the Arabs have only very vaguely preserved the location of 

 
 
15 “ داصلاو نیسلاب  بتكیو  فیظولاو ) فیضولاو ( رفاحلا  نیب  ام  وھو  غسر  عمج  غاسرلاا  ”, in Boisen (1828: 30). 
16 Haitsma 1773 (p. 75, v. 88): “Ac si esset signum Geminorum in tarso eius, atque Stella in ejus fronte, quando exorta fuit”; 

Scheid 1786 (p. 31 v. 84): “Haud secus ac si in tarsis ipsius astrum appareret Geminorum; in fronte autem Pleiades, primulum 

promicantes”; Boisen 1828 (p. 93, v. 91): “Ubi procedit, astrum Geminorum in tarsis, Pleiades vero in fronte eius esse videntur”. 
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the corresponding patterns in the sky (...) their jawzāʾ, which corresponds to the Gemini, is located in 

Orion.” 

As a matter of fact, jawzāʾ was often used for the constellation of Orion, both as a whole and limited 

to the three central stars that make up Orion’s belt (as reported, for example, by the dictionary of Lane 

s.v.). In the text of the Mudawwana and its commentary, the reference to its “head” ( ءازوجلا سأر  in 

Arabic, iɣef n Umanar in Berber) makes it clear that in this case Ibn ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz wanted to allude 

precisely to the anthropomorphic figure of Orion. This agrees even more closely with the context, in 

which reference must be made to not two but at least three stars to obtain a number that justifies the 

legitimacy of the divorce. And this is what the Berber commentary underlines, recalling that this 

constellation is made up of three stars.  

In the schematization of asterism, the head of Orion is identified as a star cluster (Collinder 69 or 

Lambda Orionis Cluster) in which three stars stand out,17 of which the brightest is Meissa (λ Orionis, 

actually a binary star), below which are φ1 on the right and φ2 on the left.  

 

 
 
17 According to Monteil (1949: 209), the name of the three stars of the head of Orion (5th lunar mansion) in the Ḥassaniya 

Arabic of the Moors in Mauritania and southern Morocco is lhaqɛa. This is consistent with the description of al-haqʿa (properly 

‘tuft of hair’) by Kunitzsch (1961: 64): “nach Ibn Qutayba 41, 6 (auch 45, 9) drei kleine Sterne, die Ṣūfī 268, 21 (Yehuda XXXIV, 

4) mit den drei von Ptolemäus als 1. Stern des Orion = λ φ1,2 Orionis zusammen gefaßten identifiziert”. 
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Fig. 2. A chart of Orion showing its ‘head’ (from Wikimedia Commons) 

 

Amanar “the guide” is attested as the name of the constellation of Orion in several Berber-speaking 

communities, starting with the Tuaregs,18  for whom amăṇar is generally considered a verbal noun 

derived from әṇәr ‘to guide.’ Prasse et al. (2003: 622) give the following explanation: “so named because 

the caravans navigate with it.”19 Curiously, however, Ch. de Foucauld reporting on the form ămanar of 

the Ahaggar dialect, connects it to the verb ar ‘to open,’20 perhaps since in that dialect the common 

noun for ‘guide’ derived from the verb әnәr ‘to guide’ is emәnir. This vocalism in - i- is present in the 

Mzab, where Delheure (1984: 119) records, as “vieux mot,” amnir ‘rider; name of the constellation 

 
 
18 See, among others, Bernus and ag Sidiyene (1989: 145) and Aghali-Zakara (2014: 379). 
19 Similarly, Heath 2006: 430: “Orion. Star used for navigation in the cold season.” 
20 Foucauld (1940: 358; 1955, vol. 4: 1553). 
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Orion.’21 Souag (2019: 209, 217) states that the constellation name amanar is also in use among the Ait 

Khebbach of Tabelbela Oasis. Also in the Anti-Atlas, Amanar, Orion, acts as a guide in the winter season, 

and in 1968 the Chleuh singer Ahmed Amzal entitled an anthology of his own production Amanar 

(Kratochwil 2002: 284). Among the Berbers of central Morocco, the term amanar has not been recorded 

in the numerous recently published lexicons and seems to have been preserved only among the Ait 

Izdeg, no longer in the specific meaning of ‘Orion’ but as a generic term for ‘constellation, starlight’ 

(Taïfi 1991: 424).  

The use of the name amanar for Orion (as a translation of the Arabic  has also been attested ( ءُازَوْجَلا

in the oldest Arab-Berber lexicons, such as that of Ibn Tūnārt of the 12th century and that of ʿAbdallāh 

al-Hilālī of the 17th century (Van den Boogert 1997: 119). To these ancient attestations from Morocco, 

the passage from the Kitāb al-Barbariyya, now adds the testimony of Medieval Eastern Berber, thus 

confirming the pan-Berber dimension of this astronomical designation. 

 

4. (a)kermus ‘fruit’ 

In this passage, akermus is evidently used in the generic sense of ‘fruit,’ whilst currently in North Africa 

this term is used—both in Berber and in Arabic—to designate specific varieties of fruit (and fruit plants), 

such as figs, prickly pears, and dates. Beaussier’s dialectal Arabic dictionary states, under the entry 

kermūs (p. 862): «(du berb. akerbūz mauvaise figue) figue; figue sèche.» In the Maghrebian Arabic 

dialects, this designation is widespread almost everywhere, from the Maltese (karmus ‘a fig, or other 

fruit, which does not ripen’, Aquilina 1975: 302) up to southern Morocco (karmus ‘figs,’ but karma ‘fig 

plant,’ Socin and Stumme 1895: 50; Marçais 1911: 449). 

In the Berber world, however, the related terms seem limited to the north-eastern and central 

regions, with the exclusion of the Tuareg and Moroccan dialects, the only exception being the Rif 

(Amret), where we also find tagarbazt “figue non mûre” (Renisio 1932: 352). Among the Berber dialects 

that use terms of this family we observe: Ouargla akerbus «variété de dattier,» takermust «variété de 

datte bleu-noir;» Mzab akerbuš «espèce de dattier; » Touat akaḥbuš «fig;» Aures akeṛmus «fig» (Saɛd 2013: 

84). In Kabyle, there exist both akeṛmus «figuier de Barbarie» and kurbuz «figue non mûre.» 

This variety of results, combined with the testimony of the medieval Berber text, seems to suggest 

that at its origins this was a generic term for ‘fruit,’ which would then settle on designating, according 

to the climatic conditions, the types of fruit par excellence: meaning dates in the desert and pre-desert 

 
 
21 Even among Ḥassaniya speakers, Monteil (1949: 220) records the borrowing «ạ̄mnēṛ pl. imnīrәn ‘guide.’» 
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(Ouargla, Mzab) and the fig or prickly pear elsewhere. This consideration led us to return to the 

question of the etymology of these terms. If on the one hand the pansemitic karm ‘vine’ (Fronzaroli 

1969: 291-292) seems to put forward a basis from which the North African dialectal word would later 

be derived by means of the suffix -us,22 it is well known that this traditional etymology is not without 

problems. Firstly, because a shift of meaning from ‘vine’ to ‘fig tree’ requires an explanation,23 and 

secondly because the origins and functions of the ending -us are not clear. Schuchardt (1908: 375-381) 

devotes several pages to the question of the relationship between the (classical) Arabic term karm, 

karma and the dialectal Berber and Arabic words of this family.  

From the point of view of meaning, Schuchardt (1908: 375-381) limits himself to pointing out that 

the fig and vine plants are “not dissimilar in terms of trunk and leaves, and in any case culturally 

related (kulturell verschwistert).” As for the suffix, considering that Dozy’s dictionary qualified this word 

ending in -us as straightforward Berber, he notes that many typically Berber words have a similar, but 

not identical, suffix -uš, often with a diminutive value, but not -us. On the contrary, the -us ending is 

present in various names of plants and animals, and above all in loanwords from Latin (asnus ‘donkey’ 

< asinus; qaṭṭus ‘cat’ < cattus; (a)fullus ‘chick’ < pullus, etc.). With great prudence,24 the hypothesis is 

therefore advanced that it could be an ending preserved in very ancient loans, prior to the arrival of 

the Arabs and also to the neo-Latin evolution of African Latin, which would entail the loss of this 

ending. That said, however, Schuchardt does not propose any Latin or Greek word to be placed at the 

origin of this term, which will not even be included in his subsequent examination of loanwords likely 

to be traced back to Latin or to the Romance languages (Schuchardt 1918).  

Taking into account the different forms that the terms of this family have both in Berber and in 

Arabic from North Africa, the fact that they refer to different types of fruit, and above all the 

observation of an evident generic value of ‘fruit’ in this medieval text, it seems to me that we can 

imagine a link with the Greek karpós, with the typical phenomenon of alternation between a bilabial 

stop and the corresponding nasal (typically b/m: Berber consonantism does not include a voiceless stop 

[p]). It is known, in fact, that among the borrowings from Latin and Greek into Berber and North African 

Arabic, many examples belong to the domain of cultivated plants. Furthermore, the alternation b/m is 

 
 
22 This position has also been recently reaffirmed by Behnstedt and Woidich (2010: 491-2), who speak of “Bedeutungswandel 

‘Feigengarten’ > ‘Feigenbaum’ womöglich unter berberischem Einfluss.” 
23 Nowadays, all authors agree on a shift from a general meaning of ‘orchard’ to that of a specific plant and fruit. The generic 

meaning of ‘orchard’ (kárm ʿəńeb, kárm tīn, kárm fəśtoq, respectively ‘vineyard,’ ‘fig plantation’ and ‘pistachio plantation’) is 

reported in Barthélemy (1935: 713). 
24 “Meine Vermutung, ich darf nicht sagen Ansicht” (Schuchardt 1908: 379). 
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found in many other terms, the most famous of which is the hydronym Bagrada (from the Latin era) 

attested today as Medjerda, a river in Tunisia.  

There are many examples that can be cited, not only among proper names (toponyms such as 

Julius Honorius’ Mons Gurbessa, corresponding to what is now called Guermessa, or anthroponyms such 

as Meqdeš, a character in folktales from various Berber regions, but Biqdeš in Ouarsenis).25 This also 

occurs among common names (the pan-Berber tamurɣi ‘grasshopper’ in Ghadames is tomaršé, but burɣes 

in Jerba; tabejna «head» in Mzab but tamegna and tabegna in Touat/Gourara 26 , etc.), and even in 

grammatical elements such as the interrogative batta/matta ‘what?’: in the Mzab, both forms are used, 

in Jerba, Cheninni and Zuara only matta, but in Sokna ba ta (Sarnelli 1924: 14) and matta (Souag 2015:187) 

and in Ouargla matta, but in the nearby oasis of Ngouça batta.27 

 

5. tabduɣt ‘cotton plant’ 

As for tabduɣt (here probably tebduɣt in the annexed state), it is evidently the cotton plant, not only 

due to the comparison with the related terms found in other Berber languages, but also due to the 

description given here, of a fruit which, having reached maturation, opens into several parts (bringing 

out the fibre which is collected for the textile industry).  

The terms attested in modern dialects are: Sokna (Libya) tabdaɣt/tabduxt, Tuareg tabdoq, 

Ghat tabduq, Ouargla and Jerba tafduxt, all meaning ‘cotton plant.’ This lexeme is also present in the 

treatise on phytonymy ʿUmdat aṭ-ṭabīb by Abū l-Ḫayr al-Išbīlī (11th-12th century): tābuduɣt, tābadɣīt, 

Gossypium herbaceum L. (Tilmatine-Bustamante Costa 2002: 437). In this case too, the attestation in 

eastern medieval Berber confirms the pan-Berber extension of this designation. Whilst this Berber 

term to designate the cotton plant is already known, I have not yet found the denomination eljuza for 

its fruit, homonymous with the astral figure, and perhaps even derived from it if the analogy with the 

fruit split into three sections put forward by the commentator of the Mudawwana can be considered a 

reliable etymon. However, this is probably an ad hoc etiological explanation, given that the term eljuz, 

widespread almost everywhere in North Africa, is clearly a loan from the Arabic jawz, normally used to 

 
 
25 Other toponyms in Abdul-Wahab (1939: 201). 
26 Bellil (2000: 227) records tamegna for ‘head’ but remarks: «pronounced tabegna in certain ksours.» 
27 This alternation, reported sporadically but never systematically, and to date little studied, was the subject of a talk I gave at 

the Centro Studi Camito-Semitici in Milan on 4 May 2005 (“On some little-investigated phonetic phenomena of Berber”). See 

also the considerations by Brugnatelli (2021) regarding the connections between Byzac- of the ancient toponym Bizacene and 

*Muzaq, plural of *Maziq (the Mazices of the ancients) today (a)maziɣ. 
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indicate walnuts or almonds, given its original sense of ‘kernel, nut.’ In this case, it is possible that it 

could apply to any infructescence with a shell such as the cotton boll. 

 

Appendix: Provisional list of Arab authors quoted in the Kitāb al Barbariyya 

1. Imruʾ l-Qays (f. 62a, l. 3; f. 71a, l. 16-17) [preislamic] 

2. Taʾabbaṭa Šarran (f. 147b, l. 6-7 )[preislamic] 

3. Maṭrūd b. Kaʿb al-Khuzāʿī (f. 300a, l. 20-21) [preislamic] 

4. Šanfara (f. 195a, l. 5-6) [d. c. 525] 

5. al-Muṯaqqib al-ʿAbdī (f. 11b, l. 4-7) [d. c. 590] 

6. Nābiġa (f. 61b, l. 21-22; 209a, l. 23-209b, l. 1) [c. 535 – ca. 604] 

7. Zuhayr b. Abī Sulmâ (f. 10a, l. 2-3; f. 140a l. 4-5; f. 228a, l. 4-5; f. 242b, l. 13) [c. 520 – c. 609] 

8. ʿAntara Ibn Shaddād al-ʿAbsī (f. 9a, l. 16-17; f. 15b, l. 17-19 = 194a, l. 1-3) [525–615] 

9. Umayya b. ʿAbdallāh b. Abī ṣ-Ṣalt b. Abī Rabīʿa b. ʿAwf aṯ-Ṯaqafī (f. 67b, l. 3-4) [d. 626] 

10. Maymūn al-ʾAʿšā (f. 4b, l. 16-18; f. 147b, l. 11-12) [570– 629] 

11. al-Qattāl al-Kilābī (f. 5b, l. 4-5 = 9b, l. 21-22) [unspecified time] 

12. Ḍābiʾ b. al-Ḥāriṯ b. Arṭā al-Burjumī (f.70b, l.4) [d. c. 650] 

13. Qays b. Al-Mulawwaḥ (Majnūn Laylà)  (f. 283a l. 10) [c. 645-688] 

14. Yazīd b. Mufarriġ al-Himyarī (f. 249a, l. 27-249b, l. 1) [d. 69 h. (688/9)] 

15. Sawwār b. al-Muḍarrab [or Muḍarrib] al-Saʿdī al-Māzinī (f. 117a, l. 7-8) [d. 76 h. (695/6)] 

16. Jamīl ibn ʿAbd Allāh ibn Maʿmar  (f. 176a, l. 16-17) [d. 701] 

17. Hudba b. al-Khashram al-ʿUdhri (f. 193a, l.7) [Umayyad era, rāwiya of Jamīl] 

18. ʿAmrān b. Ḥiṭṭān (f. 38a, l. 9-10) [d. 84 h. (703)] 

19. al-ʾAḫṭal (f. 60b, l. 10-11) [c. 640-710] 

20. ʿUmar ibn Abī Rabīʿa (f. 252b, l. 4-5) [644-712] 

21. Sābiq al-Barbarī (f. 209b, l. 3-4; f. 249a, l. 15) [d. c. 100h. (718)] 

22. Abū Saʿīd ʿUmayr b. Ši/uyaym al-Taġlibī al-Quṭamī  (f. 208a, l. 12) [d. c. 719] 

23. Farazdaq (f. 249a, l.18) [c. 641 - c. 728-730] 

24. Ḏū r-Rumma (f. 16b, l. 2-3; f. 179b, l. 4; f. 269a, l. 10-11) [d. 735] 

25. al-ʿAbbās b. al-ʾAḥnaf  (f. 25b, l. 11-13) [c. 750-810] 

26. al-ʾimām aš-Šāfiʿī (f. 317b, l. 18-19) [150-204 h. (767 - 820)] 

27. a poet (rājiz) of the Banū Jaʿda ibn Qays quoted by Abū ʿUbayda (d.825)  (f. 300a, l. 18-19) [< 825] 

28. al-Aṣmaʿī? (f. 144a l. 4-5) [c. 740-828] 

29. Abū Nahšal Muḥammad b. Hamīd, quoted by al-Marzubānī (d. 994), (f. 222a, l. 6) [3rd century h.?] 
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30. Abū Ḥukayma (f. 269a, l. 13-14) [d. 240 h. /854-85] 

31. Ibn Abi Mayyās al-Murādī (f. 53a, l. 2-3) [839 – 923] 

32. Abū Bakr ibn al-Sarrāj al-Nahwī (? credited to him) (f. 153b, l. 9) [d. 316 h. (928/9)] 

33. Ibn Durayd (f. 4b, l. 7; f. 5a, l. 5-6; f. 61a, l. 19; f. 72b, l. 21; f. 126b, l. 11-12; f. 195a, l.1-2) [837 – 933] 
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